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Abstract
If we consider knowledge to be the result of a negotiation process about references and
meaning between individuals, then, we should consider it also a collective or social property.
This view underlies numerous initiatives worldwide providing unrestricted online access to
educational content, software tools, and implementation resources, commonly referred to as
Open Educational Resources. The projects that create, offer, and publish OER have been
around for nearly a decade. Sustainability, or the ongoing ability to meet the goals of a
project, has always been a major challenge for all of them. Sustainability of OER-projects
relate to the ability to provide relevant content, manage the quality, and to initiate and
maintain meaningful interactions and incentives between end-users. Strategies to sustain
projects range from direct institutional support and management to community facilitation.
The Library of Labs is a EU funded project aiming at providing access to remote lab
experiments and online simulations through a portal. In earlier research on sustainability of
Open Educational Resources at the TU Delft, we defined sustainability in terms of
organization, motivation, types of resources, types of reuse, and funding and revenue
models. In this paper, we focus on how social mechanisms can contribute to both
sustainability and learner’s engagement, and describe implications for the design of the
online portal.
Keywords
open educational resources, sustainability, social mechanisms, online communities, remote
experiments
1. Introduction
If we consider knowledge to be the result of a negotiation process about references and
meaning between individuals, then, we should consider it also a collective or social property.
This view underlies numerous initiatives worldwide providing unrestricted online access to
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educational content, software tools, and implementation resources, commonly referred to as
Open Educational Resources. The projects that create, offer, and publish OER have been
around for nearly a decade. Sustainability, or the ongoing ability to meet the goals of a
project, has always been a major challenge for all of them (Wiley 2006). Sustainability of
OER-projects relate to the ability to provide relevant content, manage the quality, and to
initiate and maintain meaningful interactions and incentives between end-users. Strategies
to sustain projects range from direct institutional support and management to community
facilitation.
1.1 Access to education
The UN Declaration of Human Rights declares universal access to education (United
Nations General Assembly 1948). Publishing educational resources on the Web increases
access to learning materials to those that have Internet access. Assuming that connectivity
will keep on increasing, the OER movement is a positive initiative that improves access to
education on a global scale. Still, offering educational resources on the Internet is not
sufficient. Education is more than a Powerpoint presentation, syllabus, or reading list.
Education means structured guidance and feedback, mentoring, assessment, building
relationships, and in most cases accreditation. There is a gap between this conceptualization
of education and the current OER-projects. Most OER projects are so-called Open
Courseware initiatives, bundled in the global OCW-consortium. Universities in this
consortium invest resources to share their courseware online for free. Lately, we have seen
initiatives that add pedagogical support and tools to support interaction and communication
between peers about content (Downes 2008). Social software is used to move online
learning

from

consumption

of

information

to

co-creation,

peer-production,

and

communication about learning resources. Examples, including commercial ones, are
Learnhub, NIXTY, P2PU (Peer-to-Peer University), WatchKnow, and Curriki.
1.2 Library of Labs
In 2008, an EU initiative called LiLa started. “LiLa” is the acronym for the “Library of Labs”,
an initiative of eight universities and three enterprises, for the mutual exchange of and
access to virtual laboratories (simulation environments) and remote experiments (real
laboratories which are remotely controlled via the internet). LiLa builds a portal which grants
the access to virtual labs and remote experiments. It includes services like a scheduling
system, connection to library resources, tutoring system, and authoring tool. Moreover, LiLa
creates an organizational framework for the exchange of experiments between institutions
and for the access to experimental setups. Supporting this, Lila provides contract templates
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for institutions and didactical help for lecturers for the integration of remote and virtual
experiments into curricula. Primary target groups of LiLa are university teachers and their
students in undergraduate and graduate classes of the natural sciences and engineering.
In another paper, we have described strategies to sustain management of e-Lab Learning
(Watson et al. 2010). In the paper, we describe strategies for industrial collaborations, short
and long-term sustainability issues, and didactics of sharing remote experiments online. This
paper, we will highlight the design choices of LiLa from the perspective of sustaining
meaningful interactions and learning on LiLa.
1.3 Sustaining community participation in peer-based learning environments
In community-oriented learning environments, learning relies on voluntary participation of
members of the environment. In these environments, peer-support and guidance should be
supported and encouraged. Through social software, intuitive design, and intelligent support,
learning from remote experiments and virtual laboratories can (and should) happen between
students online. This paper describes the challenge, and our design, to motivate enough
people (both students and teachers) to participate in peer-based learning system. Dealing
with constraints in time and resources, not all suggestions have been implemented in the
project, but what we give here is a framework that describes how social mechanisms
influence the behavior of students and teachers who are using and contributing to LiLa.
These mechanisms can be used in the design of both technology and processes to support
peer-based learning and increase interaction in online communities.
The general question we start from is: How can we sustain development, online sharing, and
learning from remote experiments? More specifically, we want to know how social
mechanisms should be addressed in the design in order to improve sustainability of LiLa.
2. Background
We defined sustainability of OER-projects as the ongoing ability to meet the goals of a
project. In the first part of this section, we will focus on the issue of sustainability. For LiLa,
sustainability not only means the provision of remote experiments and other materials to
support learning science. We want to stretch the objectives by declaring that sustainability of
LiLa directly relates with the ability of the LiLa platform to support and encourage learning.
The first background section therefore is aimed at providing a short elaboration on learning
online. The following section will then focus on sustainability strategies of several OER
projects. Increasing the quality and number of interactions that relate to learning increases
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the sustainability of LiLa. The final part of the background section will focus on social
mechanisms, such as reputation and reciprocity, as a means to design for interaction in
online learning environments.
2.1 Learning from OER
According to constructivist learning theories, humans construct knowledge and meaning
from experience (Vygotsky & Cole 1978; Bruner 1991; Piaget & Cook 1952). Constructivist
educational theory focuses on concept development and deep understanding, rather than
behaviors or skills, as the goals of instruction (Amory & Seagram n.d.). Personal
development and deep understanding happens through the construction of meaning by the
learner self, not through transmission from one person (the teacher) to another (the learner).
The fundamental principle of constructivism is that learners actively construct knowledge
through interactions with their environment (Hout-Wolters et al. 2000)(Rieber 1996).
Therefore learners are viewed as constructing their own knowledge of the world.
The central point of social-constructivism is an individual's making meaning of knowledge
within a social context (Vygotsky & Cole 1978). Learning as a social practice is well
established and dialogue is one of the corner stones of social constructivism. This makes
online communities such potentially effective places for learning, because it allows for both
synchronous and asynchronous interactions through a number of modalities. The drawback
is that the online environment is not similar to face-to-face environments in terms of trust and
interaction. Interactions in online communities are maintained through a sense of community
and social capital through information flow, altruism, reciprocity, collective action, identities,
and solidarity (McLure-Wasko & Faraj 2005; Kollock 1999; Bouman et al. 2007; Ackerman et
al. 2004). These are central elements that need attention in an online social learning context.
Social mechanisms that address internal cohesion and sense of community are important for
learning and overall sustainability of a social learning environment, and so are mechanisms
that impact interaction with the external environment (Hennis & Kolfschoten 2010), including
reputation and recognition.
2.1.1 Learning as knowledge creation
Learning is situated, which means that it is located in the process of co-participation and in
the field of social interaction, not in the head of individuals to get an inter-subjective
understanding and meaning of something (Lave & Wenger 1991). In communities, learning
means moving from the peripheral (lurking, being introduced into processes, people, etc)
into the center (sharing expertise, making decisions). Peripheral participants do not
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accumulate knowledge and skills but are introduced in processes, routines, networks,
relevant issues, and approaches within the community (Allert 2004). Learning as knowledge
creation is seen as the epistemological foundation of CSCL, Computer Supported
Collaborative Learning. Paavola, Lipponen and Hakkarainen explain the “knowledgecreation” metaphor of learning as follows; “Learning is seen as analogous to processes of
inquiry, especially to innovative processes of inquiry where something new is created and
the initial knowledge is either substantially enriched or significantly transformed during the
process” (Paavola et al. 2004). Hence, learning goes beyond the information given and
engages the learner to participate and contribute. Allert writes that in modern knowledge
societies, there is a need for scenarios that focus on collaborative processes of creating
innovative knowledge (Allert 2004). This type of learning comprises of open, ill-structured
problem solving processes, focuses on communication and collaboration. Stahl emphasizes
that meaning is collaboratively produced in a cultural context, embodied in a physical or
semantic artefact, and is situationally interpreted within a community or social system (Stahl
2003). He refers to learning as shared meaning making, which is not understood as a
psychological process which takes place in individuals' minds but as an "essentially social
activity that is conducted jointly - collaboratively -- by a community, rather than by individuals
who happen to be co-located". Meaning is not transferred from one thinker to another, but is
constructed.
New developments in the science of learning also emphasize the importance of helping
people take control of their own learning. Since understanding is viewed as important,
people must learn to recognize when they understand and when they need more information.
Effective learning environments therefore focus on sense-making, self-assessment, and
reflection on what worked and what needs improving (Stahl 2003; Paris & Winograd 2003;
Stahl et al. 1999; Siemens 2005).
2.1.2 Networked learning
Learning is a lifelong, self-directed and collaborative effort, in which one engages with
people and finds resources online. Educational technology and institutions should focus on
supporting this process, and guide students in assessing and evaluating knowledge they
encounter online. Leaders at learning institutions need to adopt a more inductive, collective
pedagogy that takes advantage of the collaborative and participative spirit of our era and the
potential of the internet to connect people, link information sources, and support creativity.
Rather than individual learning based on competition and hierarchy, a more networked
model of learning is preferred, because it allows learning from peers, and stimulates
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cooperation, partnering, and mediation (Davidson & Goldberg 2009). Veen, Lukosch and de
Vries describe a pedagogical approach for networked learning, presented below (Veen et al.
2008).

Figure 1 - Networked Learning Model (Veen, 2006)

The ingredients of the Networked Learning model can be seen in the above figure. There are
four complementary areas that play an important role in knowledge development. Each of
the elements that are connected to these areas is relevant for this development process in
which the technology is a major facilitator for processes of communication, information
retrieval and information sharing. These areas are: Profiling, Connectedness, Knowledge
and Business Development.
•

‘Profiling’ states that individual users should take ownership of their professional
development, ICT enabling them to do this through social software tools. A way for
teachers of profiling is act as a tutor (individual online support, for example in forums),
coach (general support on specific areas), or scaffold (provides handhelds for
students to bring them further), and instructor (writes instructions and manuals).
Students can also profile their presence as helper and peer-tutor, or as a critical but
just evaluator of learning materials.

•

‘Connectedness’ stands for the connection between people and people and
resources. It relates to social networks and the way interaction and human relations
are relevant for people to perform in communities. These communities are fluent; you
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can take part for some time depending on the purpose of the community.
Communities are based on peer references and are not limited to office hours.
•

‘Knowledge’ is the area that defines content and information in the Network Learning
Model. This content is distributed and discontinuous, stored in databases. Learners
have to aggregate bits and pieces (modules) into a meaningful whole. They do this
collaboratively, sharing their expertise with others.

•

‘Business Development’ is the area that describes the major companies’ business
goals, what they offer and for what purpose. These goals form a reference framework
within which learning takes place, it provides the organizational context.

Networked learning focuses on interconnectedness between people and between people
and resources (Veldhuis-Diermanse et al. 2006; Laat & Lally 2003; Vries 2008; Laat 2006).
Technology is used to integrate delivery of knowledge with interaction, communication and
application (Jones & Steeples 2001). The earlier mentioned concept of Communities of
Practice (Wenger 2000) is integrated in Networked Learning, because learning practices and
social practices are interconnected, the learning practices emerge from participants rather
than be imposed by facilitators, learners are involved in concrete practical actions together,
learning is not designed, rather designed for, variation in levels of expertise can expand the
group’s learning, networked learning needs to support visits to “otherness” (Paavola et al.
2004).
The above describes adequately the learning philosophy and design approach for LiLa.
Even though online communities and social software can be used for learning, it still remains
a big challenge to motivate students and teachers to participate in these environments, if
they are not rewarded grades and/or money. In order to make the environment sustainable
and self-organizing, we have to find ways to motivate the users in other ways. Before we
discuss this, the next part will shortly explain our definition of sustainability.
2.2 Sustainability of OER projects
Although the meaning of sustainability depends on the context in which it is used, some
generic things can be said. The term is often used to refer to the ability of ecological systems
to be usefully productive. Sustainability links present with future, because choices made now
should not compromise the opportunities or possible benefits in the future (Brundtland 1987).
Principles of sustainable development include (i) dealing cautiously with risk, uncertainty and
irreversibility; (ii) integration of social and economic goals in policies and activities; (iii) equal
opportunity and community participation; (iv) a commitment to best practice; (v) the principle
of continuous improvement; and (vi) the need for good governance (Hargroves & Smith
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2005). Sustainability does not concern solely ecological and environmental systems, but
relates to the continuity of economic, social, and institutional aspects of human society, as
well as the non-human environment. Economic sustainability relates to the extent to which
end-users rely on subsidies or financial inputs, institutional sustainability addresses the
effect changes have on the social structures and institutions (Ripamonti et al. 2005).
With regards to sustaining OER projects, there is no direct relation with nature or ecology. In
this context, sustainability really focuses on economic and institutional sustainability. David
Wiley defines sustainability of an OER project as the ongoing ability to meet the goals of the
project (Wiley 2006). This implies (i) continuously being able to produce and share Open
Educational Resources; and (ii) to sustain the use and reuse of their Open Educational
Resources by end-users. In other words, it means the ability to produce, share, localize, and
learn from open educational resources. This does not necessarily depend on top-down
funding, but peer production and reuse of OER can create sustainability (Benkler 2005).
Wiley claims that sustainability can be reached through the reduction of friction and
decentralization, capturing intrinsic motivation of individuals to contribute without financial
recompense. He literally states that decentralization means the active involvement of
students. Decentralization happens through the peer production of open resources and
sharing them in P2P (peer-to-peer) networks (Downes 2007).
This resonates with other research on sustainability of OER projects. Koohang & Harman
(2007) describe OER communities of practice as a means for decentralization and better
scalability (Koohang & Harman 2007). The sustainability of Connexions, a project that
almost entirely depends on the voluntary efforts of individuals worldwide for the production of
OER, has been investigated as a case study (Baraniuk 2008). The case study focuses and
describes issues regarding motivation and value propositions for end-users of the site.
Benkler describes criteria for (decentralized) peer production of OER and its positive relation
with sustainability (Benkler 2005). Schmidt & Surman state that the focus should be much
broader than just on content: the sustainability of OER depends on the thriving of a whole
OER-ecosystem (Schmidt & Surman 2007). For instance, the process of building and
nurturing peer production communities should be taken more seriously, both from
perspective of the earlier mentioned learning benefits and sustainability aspect. More focus
should be on creating stronger communities of practice in open education. Stephen Downes
follows the same argument, saying that the centralized model uses more resources, and is
likely to cost more, but offers more control over quality and content (Downes 2007). This, in
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fact, does not necessarily mean less quality. We have seen that in Open Source Software,
and also for online encyclopedias (Giles 2005).
This article does not address crucial issues such as the quality of OER in decentralized
learning environment, or the future of assessment and accreditation in open education.
These are very important issues, but the focus is on sustaining meaningful interactions
between learners in online learning communities. Therefore, the next section will focus on
sustainability and social mechanisms.
2.3 Sustaining meaningful interactions in peer-based learning communities
Self-organization and peer-based learning in online communities can become an important
and effective mode for learning. Sustainability of self-organizing online communities is a
complex issue, that relates to a number of social and technical factors (Hennis & Kolfschoten
2010). Supporting people to create new communities has the potential to improve
communication and support sharing of critical information and knowledge. It also aligns with
newer organizational views: moving from command and control to more competency-based
virtual communities (Koh et al. 2007). Despite the popularity of online social networking sites,
most initiatives fail to reach momentum and fade away shortly after inception, because
individuals lack the motivation to be active (Butler 1999; Hennis 2009; Hennis 2009). In
many online communities and websites that rely on community participation, the majority of
the contributions are done by a very small percentage of members (Ortega et al. 2008).
Understanding of the factors that influence motivation of individuals in online knowledge
environments can be used to increase willingness to invest time and share knowledge. The
following paragraphs summarize mechanisms that influence motivation of individuals in
online knowledge environments, and their willingness to invest time and share knowledge,
based on (Hennis & Kolfschoten 2010).
2.3.1 Objectives, relevancy and fit: Who are the users?
One of the most important things in the design of an online community is its alignment with
the interests of the intended participants, and the collective characteristics of the community
(Preece & Maloney-Krichmar 2003; Preece & Maloney-Krichmar 2005). A person only
contributes when this effort helps to satisfy a need (i.e. psychological needs) (Kollock 1999).
If a person perceives as if a technology brings personal benefit, participation will be more
likely (Pearson 2007; Rashid et al. 2006; Garfield 2006). It is therefore required to know the
problems and objectives of (future) users. When potential users and contributors can relate
this to their own needs, there is higher probability of participation (Preece & MaloneyKnowledge Collaboration & Learning for Sustainable Innovation
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Krichmar 2003). For example, a clear statement of the site’s purpose is a common way to
communicate its objectives and relevancy. Other possibilities include regular reminders,
feedback messages, supportive and explanatory notifications, online statistics and email
newsletters. In addition, it is important that the online environment and functionalities support
practice, like learning processes, identity building, and networking (Bouman et al. 2007). It
should also be easy for people to start participating and make use of the offered technology.
The technology should fit in both the mental mindset of an organization or a person, as well
as the physical workflow and organizational processes. The norms, values, language,
technology and interface must correspond with the worldview of future users and problems
must solve real-world problems, such as inability to find relevant people and learning
resources. It can be wise to make use of existing structures, and to see when and how these
can be integrated.
2.3.2 Leadership & Roles
Leaders in online communities can be important for the success of the community. In
addition, leadership is an enabler for knowledge sharing (Ardichvili 2008). Leaders support
and engage people, form connections, discuss strategies, choose content and technology,
and show exemplary behaviour (Koh et al. 2007; Wenger et al. 2002). Online communities
typically provide roles such as an administrator. Oftentimes, communities do adopt specific
names to assign to community-specific roles. For example, a discussion leader in a forum on
boats could be called “Captain”. A typical role is the technology steward, who is someone
with enough experience of the workings of a community to understand its technology needs,
and enough experience with technology to take leadership in addressing those needs.
Stewardship typically includes selecting and configuring technology, as well as supporting its
use in the practice of the community (Wenger et al. 2009).
2.3.3 Organization
With regards to organization, sustainable online communities should offer services along
four dimensions: self-management (facilitation of creation and management of presence and
resources), self-organization (facilitate interaction and knowledge construction), selfcategorization (support classification and evaluation of contributions), and self-regulation
(offer tools to manage privacy and spam) (Berlanga et al. 2009).
2.3.4 Heterogeneity
Uniqueness and social comparison can encourage participation and sharing of information
(Ludford et al. 2004; Chen et al. 2009). Generally speaking, heterogeneity is an important
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factor for knowledge creation in online communities. In order to bring together different
perspectives, there has to be an open dialogue, and different levels of participation must be
accepted. Large and small contributions (such as comments) are needed to sustain and
create new interaction. Because true membership grows over time and with interactions,
passive members may over time become active and engaged (Berlanga et al. 2009; Wenger
et al. 2002). It also means that different people must be addressed in different ways (Kollock
1999).
2.3.5 Learning & Networking
We mentioned relevancy as requirements for an online community to become successful.
One important incentive for people to join and participate in learning communities, is of
course, their ability to help you learn something (Bouman et al. 2007). Learning can relate
with heterogeneity in expertise, support for questions, and getting useful recommendations
(automatic and social). Another essential motivation for people to join online communities is
networking. Networking leads to new trust relationships and collaboration. It is especially
effective when online and offline interactions reinforce each other (Koh et al. 2007; Wenger
et al. 2002). Relationships are established through social presence, empathy, and trust,
possibly by means of community managers or moderators (Preece & Maloney-Krichmar
2003).
2.3.6 Reputation & Identity
Reputation relates to the concept of online identity and trust and is a primary research focus
in Web science1. Overview of past actions and participant identification helps to create and
sustain trust relationships in communities (Moore & Serva 2007). Trust forms the basis of a
relationship and is one of the most important enablers of community participation (Ardichvili
2008) and sharing knowledge (Lee 2008). Reputation is used as virtual currency (World of
Warcraft), can be a conduit for trust (eBay), and the information stored in reputation profiles
is used for recommendations of people and content. Howard Rheingold describes status,
recognition or prestige as a key motivation of individuals' contributions to the group
(Rheingold 1993). This is especially true in knowledge-sharing communities, and forms an
important motivation for people to contribute (Lampel & Bhalla 2007; Pearson 2007).
Recognition satisfies a person’s need for self-esteem, as depicted in Maslow’s hierarchy of

1

http://webscience.org/research/roadmap.htm
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needs (Kollock 1999). People tend to contribute knowledge when it enhances their
professional reputations (McLure-Wasko et al. 2009; McLure-Wasko & Faraj 2005).
Increased recognition also supports identity building and belonging (Bouman et al. 2007).
Visibility of contributions is similarly important: if people see their contributions being used
and re-shared, they are more inclined to share more information, especially when there is
some recognition or praise or encouragement (Endres et al. 2007). Many communities have
therefore features that show the level of contribution of individuals in ranking or increased
visibility.
In Open Source communities, programmers are motivated not only by intrinsic aspects, i.e.
engaging in an activity out of pure pleasure, but also have in mind the signaling knowledge
to potential employers of profit-oriented companies (Von Hippel 2005). The motivation of
managers in OSS projects, as well as of programmers can be traced back to career plans,
which makes the reputation one has within a community so essential (Lattemann & Stieglitz
2005).
2.3.7 Reciprocity & Feedback
In addition to reputation, there is reciprocity, the social norm that describes the expectation
of people to respond to each other in kind, both in a positive and negative sense. People
expect something to get in return from others. Even though reciprocity is not always an
essential element (McLure-Wasko & Faraj 2005b), many online communities and social
network sites encourage reciprocity with rewards and acknowledge helpful responses
(Preece & Maloney-Krichmar 2003).
2.3.8 Common ground
Common ground theory provides a framework for understanding how two people or a small
group develop shared understanding in a conversation (Clark and Brennan, 1991).
Grounding is the process of acquiring common understanding, which is important for
creating trust and establishing effective communication. Co-presence, visibility, audibility, cotemporality, simultaneity, sequentiality, reviewability, and revisability are factors that
influence the grounding process (Preece & Maloney-Krichmar 2003). It is therefore
influenced by both the communication task and the medium. For instance, in a chat program
it can be difficult to take turns, which is clearer in a more static discussion board. Organizing
offline meetings is an important instrument to establish common ground and increase
participation, social cohesion and belonging. Each community has to find its own rhythm of
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offline events, online meetings, new information, and find its appropriate pace over time
(Johnson-Lenz & Johnson-Lenz 1991).
2.3.9 Privacy
Community spaces and social networking sites typically allow users to manage their online
presence. They can establish private or semi-public groups to discuss in a restricted setting,
start private discussions, and are able to hide specific data from non-members or specified
users (Wenger et al. 2002). Grounding and the exploration of each other’s interests, and
discovery of similarities is supported by private spaces.
2.3.10 Sense of community & Accountability
A “sense of community” has different dimensions, including feelings of membership, feelings
of influence, integration and fulfilment of needs, and shared emotional connection (McMillan
& Chavis 1986). The popularity of social networking sites show that people are likely to
connect with people they know or feel affiliated with through a shared interest. On the
technical level, this requires networking possibilities, and people to disclose their personal
information. Because not everyone is happy with personal information being available on the
Internet, privacy issues are very important. Many sites offer the possibilities to indicate
contact preferences and the visibility of personal information. Having a personal profile also
means that misbehaviour can be traced back, and the culprits removed from the
environment.
2.3.11 Newcomers
In many online communities, most activity comes from of a small core group of experienced
people. It can be difficult for newcomers to participate and to have enough confidence to
contribute (self-efficacy, see next paragraph). Newcomers, therefore, should be treated
carefully and given considerable attention. Administrators or technology should be focused
on supporting early interactions (Burke et al. 2009). Newcomers who witness friends or
relatives contributing, become accustomed to sharing content (in a social and technical
sense) and continue to contribute themselves.
2.3.12 Self-efficacy & Social comparison
The perception people have about themselves and their ability to perform a specific task is
called self-efficacy. Self-efficacy is the central cognitive mediator of the motivational process
(Bandura 1997). In other words, if a person does not have a positive perception about his or
her ability to do or contribute something, the (s)he will not do it. This also applies to
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knowledge sharing (Endres et al. 2007). People are more likely to share knowledge when
they see peers doing it. Also, in social comparisons, self-efficacy may increase and therewith
the likeliness of sharing. Next to one’s perception of own skills, belief in each other’s skills
and expertise increases the intention to share individual knowledge (Ludford et al. 2004;
Chen et al. 2009). The earlier mentioned recognition and praise is similarly important.
2.4 Concluding remarks
The above background section dealt with learning from Open Educational Resources (OER),
sustainability and organization of OER, and finally social mechanisms to sustain meaningful
interactions on OER. We wrote that online communities can be environments that can
enable more active and effective ways of learning as well as contribute to sustainability of
OER initiatives. If some aspects of the organization, creation, and management of OER can
be handled in a decentralized fashion, sustainability of an OER initiative grows. Still,
purposefully growing an online community is difficult and requires careful design. In the last
section of the background chapter, we dealt with social mechanisms that influence social
interactions in online communities. In the following chapter, we will show how we have used
these mechanisms in the design of LiLa.
3. Social mechanisms to improve and increase interaction in online OER communities
This paper focuses on the social mechanisms to increase and improve interactions in
networked learning environments. How can we design communities in order to sustain this
learning behavior? How do we motivate people to engage in learning activities? How do we
support the learner that the learning activity is in line with his or her background, such that
the right person or the right resource can be found? In the background section, we described
social mechanisms that can be addressed in order to increase sustainability of Open
Educational Resources (OER) projects. We have applied this framework into the design of
processes and technology of the EU-funded project called LiLa, Library of Labs. The portal
disseminates

and

aggregates

remote

experiments,

learning

resources

(including

assignments), and lessons. A lesson is a set of learning activities that contain LiLa content,
such as experiments and learning resources.
3.1 Social Mechanisms in LiLa
Below, we have repeated the mechanisms from the previous chapter. For each of the
mechanisms, we describe the suggestions we have made for the design of LiLa.
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3.1.1 Objectives, relevancy and fit: Who are the users?
The primary audience of LiLa consists of university teachers and students. Because it is an
“open resource”, anyone could make use of it, but preferential treatment regarding the use of
scarce resources (popular or expensive remote experiments) is given to partnering institutes.
In an internal review of pedagogical scenarios amongst 5 European universities, we
identified different scenarios regarding the use of experiments. The use of experiments in
education ranges from teacher-centered education to student-led education. A whole range
of learning scenarios can be thought of within the two ends of the spectrum. The strategy we
chose to accommodate the different learning scenarios is by offering tools that support both
teacher- and student-led learning. Two examples are given below:
•

SCORM compliancy. Remote experiments, and other LiLa materials are packaged as
LLO-files (LiLa Learning Objects) that are SCORM-compliant. SCORM is the most
widely used educational metadata standard. LLOs can therefore easily be integrated
into popular learning management systems, such as Blackboard and Moodle.

•

Active learning and peer assessment. Students can personalize their learning in
embedded forums. Each lesson allows for users to ask questions and give answers.
In addition, we proposed a peer-assessment tool to support students to assess each
other.

Next to “consumers” of LiLa content, we have the content providers, who are the institutes
and individual experiment owners (teachers etc.) who potentially want to share their remote
experiments online. The same motivations for people to share OER (Hylén 2006) seem to
apply to remote experiments. Potential content providers have reacted enthusiastically on
the possibility of sharing their remote experiments, which they have been developing over
the years, with a global audience. With sufficient support, and high quality feedback, and the
ability to make use of other LiLa resources, contribution is likely to occur. Currently, a
widespread survey is being done in order to find out more about potential content providers
and their willingness to contribute.
3.1.2 Leadership & Roles
We still lack a clear idea on how to introduce leadership and leaders in the community. We
did define roles in LiLa; people can sign up as a student or teacher. This information is used
to tweak the portal’s interface based on the role of a user. For example, when a teacher
visits the homepage, it will emphasize things like “How to download experiments into your
LMS”, and “Pedagogical tips & tricks”. Role definition and processes are an important issue
that still needs to be addressed.
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3.1.3 Organization
There is much debate about the sustainability of the project from the organizational
perspective. Reliance on a central organization seems costly and less feasible. Therefore,
the design of LiLa focuses on the decentralization of adding, managing, and learning from
LiLa content. One example of decentralization is given below. Teachers and students are
able to guide themselves through the site, and are recommended other, possibly relevant
experiments, based on the location and interests. Information about the use and users of
experiments is shown, to support the decision process of an individual about whether or not
he/she should do the experiment. In addition, teachers and students are able to rate and
comment on resources, aggregate them into unique lessons, add keywords, and even
contribute materials.

Popularity
•
•
•
•
•

# downloaded
clicks
times shared
times added to MyLab
avg. rating 4.5 (55 ratings)

Related experiments
By the same author: 5
On the same subject: 55
With similar keywords: 99
It's ok
rate and comment

Figure 2 – Self-organization through rating and recommending technologies

3.1.4 Heterogeneity
LiLa is a European project, which means that different partners have different cultures and
backgrounds. The future users of LiLa will have different educational and cultural
backgrounds, and are learning or are experts in different scientific domains. In our
pedagogical report, we wrote that this heterogeneity should be utilized in the learning
process. For example, collaborative assignments can be designed that require input from
different disciplines. Also, heterogeneity is accommodated in the metadata, which allows for
translation of content.
3.1.5 Learning & Networking
Learning is the core of LiLa. As we mentioned before, we accommodate different learning
scenarios, from traditional classroom teaching to active and networked learning. In the
design, we focused on supporting the download process, the reservation process, and
providing templates for teachers on how to use the materials in their own teaching.
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Additionally, to support online learning, we have developed a number of tools, including
recommending technologies, rating and peer-support through forums and a specialized
tutoring system to support learners during learning activities. Also, automatic emails are sent
that contain interesting contributions and comments on content one follows.
Students and teachers will only keep on visiting LiLa, if they benefit from it. The benefits may
relate with learning, but an important incentive for OER providers is also the ability to
connect with peers and get feedback. Online, you are able to follow persons, so if someone
you find interesting adds a new resource, you will be notified. Offline, we organize several
meetings and visit conferences to increase and improve the LiLa network.
3.1.6 Reputation & Identity
We suggested a reputation architecture that motivates individuals to be engaged in
processes that ultimately contribute to the sustainability of the portal. For LiLa, we argue that
these include organizational processes of quality management, contribution and aggregation
of content, creation of knowledge, and managing discussions. The reputation architecture
monitors the interactions and contributions, and creates human readable profiles of
someone’s online activity on the portal. The interpretation of this activity can be done by
teachers, students, or others, and will depend on the objectives for interpretation.

How to earn points...
The easy way...
- Filling in your profile (5 points)
- Following conversations and experiments (2 points)
- Adding keywords to content (2 points)
The helpful way... (points awarded depend on usage by others)
- Adding remote experiment or simulation
- Creating lessons (10 per follower)
- Uploading materials
- Add useful comments to discussions
- Being followed or given points by someone

How to lose points...
- Being inactive for a week (1 points if total is below 50, 3 if below 200, 5 if above that)
- Being flagged (SPAM or irrelevant) (also 5, 10, 20 per time)
- Adding irrelevant keywords (5 points)
- Giving points to someone

Figure 3 – Suggested reputation parameters
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3.1.7 Reciprocity & Feedback
We have suggested a feedback tool for teachers to share their experiences on experiments
and pedagogy. Teachers, as consumers of remote experiments, are asked to review the
usefulness and quality of the downloaded materials. The management of quality of online
resources is embedded in the download process: the teacher is asked to give some
information about course and how he/she can be contacted. Through feedback by teachers,
good resources are more easily found than the bad ones.

Download
For a course

Personal use

I am using this in a course:
Name Course

University

Course description (short)

Link

Keywords

If you want to receive updates about this experiment and the project,
questions, answers, and lessons learnt about this experiment and a
pedagogical guide about using online experiments in education, please
add your email address here. You can unsubscribe any time.

e-mail address

Figure 4 – Suggested reputation parameters

Students can ask questions and engage in discussions about theoretical or practical issues.
Registered LiLa members are notified of changes and new discussions, responses, and
added content. If someone posts a question, he or she expects to get a response in time.
Hence, each person has a personal Watchlist, and is notified through e-mail with a weekly
digest of what happened on LiLa.

Watchlist
"Can you drink H2O2?", @ Exp: Setting up a condensator
by Jur, 5m ago - 1 comments (1m ago) ..go to experiment
"How do you measure the temperature?" @ Lab:Hydraulic systems
by Constant, 1w ago. 6 comments (15m ago) ..go to lab
New link: "Video explaining the parachute test", @ Lab: Theory of
gravity
by Annie, 1d ago - 5 thumbs up ..go to resource

Figure 5 – Suggested reputation parameters
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Depending on the results of the survey amongst potential content providers, we will develop
standardized contracts for content providers. These contracts will include rules for
preferential treatment with regard to the use of other remote experiments.
3.1.8 Common ground
Creating a common ground is a difficult issue for an international endeavour as LiLa.
Grounding occurs at typical “common grounds”, such as during traditional education at
universities. The LiLa portal should offer the possibility to create groups with communication
tools in order to have private conversations.
3.1.9 Privacy
It is essential that, especially for the teachers, that privacy is contained within the portal. This
sometimes conflicts with the desire for networking, but for LiLa, this is not a problem.
3.1.10 Sense of community & Accountability
Obviously, in order to engage in conversations on LiLa and to contribute, one has to register.
Personal profiling facilitates both networking and accountability. With sufficient high-quality
content in a domain, a sense of community will emerge that will set standards on quality and
behaviour.
3.1.11 Newcomers
When people signup, we ask for some information, including background and affiliation.
Using the affiliation of a person, we can connect newcomers with active members and other
newcomers, making newcomers more comfortable. Also, we developed a static information
pages containing the relevant information to be able to contribute or make use of LiLa.
3.1.12 Self-efficacy & Social comparison
LiLa members must be able to contribute in small, easy steps. For example, adding a
comment is very easy, and can give someone the confidence of starting a discussion, or
reviewing a solution. Additionally, users can simply indicate that they find a resource,
comment or experiment useful. When people get positive feedback, and are recognized for
their contributions, they are more likely to contribute.
4 Conclusions and recommendations for research
In this paper, we elaborate on our design of the Library of Labs using a number of social
mechanisms, defined in an earlier study. The framework supports designing for sustainability
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by focusing on social and psychological factors that influence the way people behave and
share information online.
In projects where Open Educational Resources must continuously be contributed, created,
updated, managed, reliance on a central authority is costly and sometimes not feasible. We
linked this problem with current approaches on learning, which address a more active,
creative, and conversational way of learning. If individuals are supported to connect, discuss,
assess and create learning materials, an OER project may improve its sustainability. With
social mechanisms, we can look for solutions and support our design choices.
The Networked Learning model (Veen et al. 2008) forms the pedagogical basis for the online
learning on LiLa. Based on this model, we identify a need for more emphasis on the
involvement of professional organization in the provision of real-life challenges and problems,
which create the structure for learning with and from experiments.
The sustainability of LiLa is an ongoing effort. We do not have the resources to maintain the
project after the grants finish, and thus rely on volunteers. The infrastructure needed, both
technical and organizational, to support decentralization can be complex.
Further research must focus on evaluating and merging individual social mechanisms.
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